duncan regehr
giving it his best shot

There they are, these two young children, Matt and Jenny, lost and alone in the Canadian wilderness. Just around a bend in the path is a rattlesnake. The children wander heedlessly towards it. The snake, poised to strike, hisses — the children still unaware... the snake tense, straining... then, KABOOM! Its head is blown away.

Slowly, this tall stranger dressed in buckskin, with a hat as wide as his grin, and a long rifle still smoking, ambles out of the woods. What a grand entrance for "Kit," the intrepid woodsman and mentor of the two children on their quest in Matt and Jenny, Global's new hit series.

In real life, Duncan Regehr's entrances attract as much attention. People have always noticed his clear blue eyes, boyish smile and physical stature. Now, with the success of Matt and Jenny, he finds the attention almost embarrassing at times. "I can't ride the subways anymore without people calling me Kit!"

Bill Davidson, Matt and Jenny's producer, had Duncan's attractiveness impressed upon him very early in their relationship. "We had just met Duncan and talked to him. Physically, he seemed just right — great! But after he'd left the office — by this time we'd seen twenty-five or thirty men — all the women in the office told us 'He's the guy you want!'"

Duncan Regehr entered television twelve years ago in the Kootenay Mountains of British Columbia. It was a different kind of wilderness. If Creston, B.C. is known for anything, it is its gritty style — "Even the art director claimed to be a great knife fighter."

Duncan was only fourteen, but he was big enough to pass for eighteen, and consequently got to host a teen talk show — where he once interviewed an entire midget hockey team, one player at a time. He was a producer's dream, and not just because of his size and good looks.

"They didn't pay me anything in those days, and I was happy to do it for nothing. "Once in a while they'd let me read the news. I was dreadful. I read the news three times over, if you counted the stumbles I made. But I had a big audience. It was the 'Ted Baxter phenomenon' — people would tune in to watch the big goofball read the news."

It's no wonder that he soon left Creston for Victoria's Bastion Theatre. Since then he has played in most of Canada's regional theatres, including Stratford, as well as in radio and television dramas and commercials.

Actor Duncan Regehr — but they call him "Kit" in the subways.
“With acting, I like communicating with a large group of people, whether it’s live and you get an immediate response, or on television where you wait for months. Acting means concentrating on absolutely everything at the same time and seeing everything for the first time. If there’s no truth in your eyes, those guys sitting in the front row will see it.”

He is a serious actor, and since Matt and Jenny finished shooting this year he has turned down parts in feature films because they were “big money and stupid parts. I want to do something very challenging.”

“I think the best thing I ever did was a René Bonnière film, The War Is Over, for the National Film Board. I played a shell-shocked sergeant coming home from the First World War. The part was there, the writing was there, and René’s direction was there. It all came together, and was very fulfilling.”

The two of them have formed a mutual admiration society. “I think Duncan’s a marvellous actor with great potential,” says Bonnière. Since he first chose Duncan to be in the CBC television drama, The Day My Grandfather Died, they have worked together often — The War Is Over, The Newcomers, and now, Matt and Jenny.

In fact, it was René Bonnière who first brought Duncan to Bill Davidson’s attention. “We were seeing quite a few people,” says Davidson. “René was high on Duncan, and showed us the Newcomers tape. Physically he was perfect, and he was a new personality. We wanted fresh faces in the ongoing parts.”

“But now there is the fame. “Anything that happened before was from working in the regional theatres... Somebody tells you that they enjoyed your performance in the play last night. That, you can deal with. But when they start calling me “Kit” on the subway!”

“I love to ride the subway, and I love the streetcars. But all kinds of people have started to ask ‘Shot any rattlesnakes, Kit? You’re really a good shot!’ It’s embarrassing. But I’m learning, I guess.”

As an actor, he continues to grow, develop and change, and Bill Davidson is more than pleased. “He has the quality to surprise you. He’s very secure in the character of Kit and this allows him the freedom to take chances. Sometimes we’re not quite sure how Duncan is going to read a certain line, and often it’s different from how we, the writers, imagined it. But he’s very successful.”

And he’s still a producer’s dream. Davidson’s only complaint is that he won’t work for free any more!  

Charles Lazer

**betty anne tutching**

from props to production

It seems like a long time ago — a time when Montreal was getting its first taste of Hollywood. The city was to be the site for a major shoot: that of Mordecai Richler’s Duddy Kravitz. Now, entering the eighties, Montreal residents might feel a little more blasé about such a project. But back then, a young woman named Betty Anne Tutching applied for a job working props on the film. She drove the antique cars for the film back and forth where they were needed. She also appeared as an extra in the film. Fascinated by the workings of such a major undertaking, she returned to the set every day and asked a lot of questions. Far from star struck, she was preoccupied with the production aspects of filmmaking: a preoccupation that was to stay with her long after Richard Dreyfuss and crew had gone back to Hollywood and the antique cars had been returned. The ambitious Betty Anne had taken her first step.

Her next job was a production assistant on the set of The Execution of Private Slovak, a Universal Studios production. Set in wartime, much of the footage was shot in California, but Montreal and Quebec City were chosen to approximate the European locations for the film. Soon, if there was a production job available within reasonable proximity, one could expect to find Betty Anne Tutching there.

Following Slovak she was a production co-ordinator involved in the making of commercials; among them, “Tide,” “Spic & Span,” and, she adds, “a lot of beer commercials.”

The rugged coast of Newfoundland...